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Background Information
The death penalty has been around since the 
18th century and it is still actively used in some 
parts of America. Many people feel very 
different about this topic. Some people believe 
that the death penalty provides justice and 
others believe that is too harsh and inhumane. 
This topic splits the U.S. nearly evenly with 27 
states making the death penalty legal out of the 
50 states. It is important to understand both 
sides and hear both of the sides out.



Death Penalty = Justice
Many people believe that the death penalty serves 
justice to the victim's family. People see this as "an eye 
for an eye" and believe that if a criminal kills someone, 
then, they deserve to die as well. For example, Alex 
DeCroce said, "“I believe anyone who sexually assaults 
a 19-year-old woman and then brutally beats her to 
death should be executed. Murderers convicted of these 
crimes are on death row today. If justice was served, 
they wouldn’t be” (DeCroce, 2007). This is how many 
people think, they believe that some criminals deserve 
to die because they cannot be "fixed".



Overcrowding
In many prisons, overcrowding is an issue. 
This mean that prisons typically hold many 
more inmates then they are intended to. So 
what does this mean for the prisoners? It 
means they cannot receive their basic needs. 
In fact, according to "Penal Reform 
International”, “Prisons in over 118 countries 
exceeded their maximum occupancy rate, 
with 11 national prison systems at more than 
double their capacity”. The death penalty 
lowers the population and helps ease the 
environment of many prisons.



The Death Penalty Lowers Crime
The death penalty is the ultimate punishment in many 
states. People like the death penalty because they feel 
as though it "scares off" criminals from committing 
serious crimes. “Common sense tells us that the most 
frightening thing for a human being is to lose their 
life; therefore, the death penalty is the best deterrent 
when it comes to discouraging people from carrying 
out the worst crimes” (Goodman,2021). The justice 
system is structured as non-serious consequences, 
serving time, and lastly the death penalty. The death 
penalty is something that most criminals try to avoid 
which is why people think it is effective.



Innocent People Die too
One of the biggest reasons why people do not like the 
death penalty is because innocent people could be 
accidentally killed too and there is no going back from 
that. There are an endless amount of cases where innocent 
people are wrongfully convicted. Once the person is dead, 
they cannot be brought back even if later on it is 
discovered that they were actually innocent. For example, 
“Innocent people are too often sentenced to death. Since 
1973, over 156 people have been released from death 
rows in 26 states because of innocence” (ACLU, 2012). 
That is 156 people too many. If someone is being killed 
for their consequences, then there must be no doubt that 
they committed the crimes.



The Death Penalty is not Fair
Everyone knows that the justice system can be unfair. There are 
constant wrongful convictions, too small punishments, too high 
punishments, and an unfair legal difference when it comes to 
lawyers and public defenders. It is not fair how the more poor 
people get public defenders that barely make any time for them 
and others can get lawyers that carefully study their case. In 
fact, statistics show “It affects the poorer segments of society 
and racial minorities disproportionately, in part because they 
cannot afford the cost of good legal support. In the USA, 
although only 13% of the population is African American, 50% 
of death row prisoners are African American” (Goodman, 
2021). It is not fair that African Americans are more likely to be 
sentenced to death just because they may not be able to afford a 
good legal team.



Death Penalty = Revenge
Many people think that the death penalty is too revengeful. They feel as 
though people like the death penalty because they get “revenge”, not 
justice. Human rights activists argue that death penalty is a form of 
revenge against offenders and revenge is not necessarily about social 
justice” (“Is capital punishment a fair and appropriate measure for 
atrocious crimes or should it be banned?”). People believe that the death 
penalty encourages violence because two wrongs do not make a right. 
Some people have trouble understanding the logic behind the death penalty 
because they cannot understand how criminals are being killed for killing. 
Revenge or violence is not the correct answer.



Conclusion
I was able to hear out both sides and learn why 
both sides think the way they do. I learned that 
this topic is mostly about morals and well 
everyone has their own morals and beliefs so 
obviously there is going to be differences. I 
learned that people like the death sentence 
because it provides justice, helps with 
overcrowded prisons, and it scares off criminals. 
I also learned that people dislike the death 
penalty because innocent people can get killed, 
the death penalty is not fair, and it can also be too 
revengeful.
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